
Spatial Cognition and the Implications for Design

The evidence in evidence-based design can come from fields outside the architectural design 
disciplines.  Spatial cognition research, new understandings of visual intelligence, and findings of 
environmental psychology illuminate human capacities for spatial experience, with many 
implications for designers. This course explains pertinent research findings to the non-expert, and 
offers design strategies that consider and accommodate user preferences and abilities.

The course is organized into five parts:
 I - Environmental Psychology findings
 II - Wayfinding implications and associated design strategies
 III - Engagement implications and associated design strategies
 IV - Case Studies
 V - Implications and strategy for the representation of spatial design to non-experts.  This 
part includes my research into collage as a medium for landscape design representation.

Lectures are the backbone of the course, which can be augmented with wayfinding, design, and 
representation exercises, case study investigations, and application to studio projects.  The course 
can be offered in part or whole as a lecture presentation, workshop, seminar, short course, or 
within design studios.  Part V can be included in drawing/rendering classes.

Course Outline
PART I.   Introduction
 A. Environmental Psychology Findings - Wayfinding, Engagement
   [favorite place exercise]

PART II.  Wayfinding
 A.  Spatial Cognition Research
  Types of Spatial Knowledge - Landmark, Route, Configurational
  Mental Representational Structure - Hierarchical
  Navigational Processes - Egocentric, Momentary
   [wayfinding exercise]

 B.  Resonant Design Strategies - Wayfinding
  Classical Ordering Principles - Axis, Facade, Focal Point, Hierarchy
  Lynch-ian Elements - Nodes, Pathways, Districts
   [design exercise]

PART III.  Engagement
 A. Spatial Cognition Research
  Cognitive Map Attributes - Distorted, Schematic, Net-worked, Multi-media, Hierarchical
  Navigational Processes - Constructive, Momentary
  Visual Intelligence - Processing Ability
   [cognitive map exercise]

 B. Resonant Design Strategies - Engagement



  Patterned, Multivalent, Layered, Collaged Spaces
   [literature exercise]

PART IV - Case Studies
 A. Architecture, Landscape Architecture
 B. Contemporary Media
   [case study assignment, studio project applications]

PART V.  Representational Media
 A. Collage
  Features - Patterned, Multivalent, Nodal, Hierarchical, Dynamic
  Experimental Results - Landscape Architecture study
  Examples - Architecture, Landscape Architecture
   [collage exercise]
 B. Diagram



PART I.    
Introduction - why cog sci, overview
Abstract:
" While environmental psychology studies that explain how people experience and know spatial 
environments are familiar to designers, recent findings of cognitive science have yet to inform 
three-dimensional design practice.  Results from spatial cognition research offer many insights 
that can be used to develop design rationales for the architectural disciplines. A review of research 
in navigation, visual intelligence, and spatial knowledge acquisition and storage yields 
mechanisms and processes that can be co-opted and facilitated by designers to accommodate how 
people learn, remember and use space.  Built examples are found in architectural and landscape 
design. Spatial cognition research also has implications for the representation of architectural 
designs."

PART I.  Environmental Psychology findings

Kaplan 1982  Cognition and Environment, New York: Praeger, pp 175-252
- landscape motivation
  complexity, coherence, legibility, mystery
 wayfinding, engagement
- mental model-building
- balance between wayfinding and engagement

Landscape motivation
Thesis, p 15:
" But Kaplan (1982) also explains that people are motivated by complexity, coherence, legibility, 
and mystery when exploring a landscape and understanding its meaning.  Tensions among these 
aspects dimensions of well-designed landscapes provoke the questions, suppositions, dialogue, 
and hypotheses that are the foundation of successful model-building, as well as meaningful direct 
experience.  The concepts of complexity, coherence, legibility, and mystery are useful devices 
then for mediated, at-a-distance representation of imagined (and real) landscapes."  [as well as for 
design of places]

Mental model-building
Thesis, pp13,14:
cognitive maps built, not simply transferred - "Instead, information shared among participants 
must attach to their prior knowledge and existing mental faculties and structures to allow the 
creation of new mental models.  Representations [experiences] that require mental participation 
and encourage co-creation therefore aid mental model-building.  Shared information that answers 
explicit and implicit questions can facilitate the making of mental models as well.

PART II.   Wayfinding   read enviro psych part with experience as focus, instead of representation
Thesis, pp13-15



PART V.  Representation

Thesis, pp 13,14

Thesis, p 15
"The concepts of complexity, coherence, legibility, and mystery are useful devices then for 
mediated, at-a-distance representation of imagined (and real) landscapes."


